sustainable solutions:
GROUND IMPROVMENT
Ground improvement solutions generally provide the most cost-effective and environmentally frIendly foundation
solution when dealing with poor ground. As many of the techniques contain no cement, concrete or steel the
carbon footprint is much less than that of comparable piling schemes.
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Most techniqes contain no cement, concrete or steel, considerably
reducing the carbon footprint. Vibro systems typically generate 5-10% of
the C0� compared to piling systems
No spoil produced
Locally sourced and recycled aggregate can be used in vibro stone column
technique eg railway ballast or site-won crushed concrete
Most systems are low noise
Vibro rigs are fitted with low emissions and noise Tier3 engines
Generally most cost effective solution when dealing with poor ground, eg
vibro schemes are typically 50-70% cheaper than piling schemes
No spoil ensures no expensive waste to landfill
Foundations and floor slabs are quicker and cheaper to construct
Dynamic Deep Compaction is particularly effective on large sites
containing contaminated or obstructed fill, and requires little or no import
of materials
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Dynamic Deep Compaction
Rapid Impact Compaction
Band Drains
Vibro Stone Columns
Pencol Rigid Inclusions
Vibro Stone Columns

HOW TO IMPROVE RATING
 Use locally sourced, recycled
aggregate (Vibro Stone
Columns) gives about 30%
reduction in C0� compared to
newly quarried stone
 Efficient design to reduce costs
 Providing ground conditions are
suitable, convert piled solutions
to Ground Improvement

E
F
G
Note: The above products have been scored on a rating system, developed by BBGE, that consder the following
items: Concrete; Steel; Transport; Equipment and Spoil. A BBGE Technical Paper ‘Sustainability in Foundations’ is
available on request.

bbge.com

Did you know...
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY SOLUTIONS
To provide the most cost-effective solution, BBGE used
a combination of Vibro Stone Columns, Dynamic
Compaction, Rotary Bored Piles, Continuous Flight
Auger (CFA) Piles and Precast Piles on the National
Indoor Sports Arena contract in Glasgow.

vibro stone columns
Using one of the worlds largest and most powerful
Vibroflots, BBGE were able to increase Vibro Stone
Column spacings and thereby reduce the cost and
programme for this marine sea-bed densification
project, for a new container berth in Vancouver, Canada

Pencol Rigid Inclusions
This innovative new Ground Improvment technique can
provide significant savings in floor slab thickness and
cost, and offers in the region of 50-75% carbon
footprint savings in comparison to piling. BBGE has
recently installed Pencol for a distribution centre,
supermarket and infrastructure projects.

dynamic deep compaction
On a 1,000 acre former steel work site in Ravenscraig,
Glasgow, BBGE improved the ground by using Dynamic
Deep Compaction to a depth of 8m on the existing ash
and slag fill. This system is highly sustainable as there is
minimal import of materials (working platform only).
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